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SPOTLIGHT

Pushpita Mukherjee

1. You have been in the education ﬁeld
for a long time now, how diﬀerent, do
you feel, are the students now from the
students back when you became a teacher?
There has been a paradigm shift in the
attitude of the students- markedly in their
self-conﬁdence,
ability
to
think
independently and their compassion and
spirit of accommodating issues close to their
heart. As students, they are less subservient,
more demanding and they do not consider
the words of the teacher as the gospel truth.
These changes are good as it shows a
dynamic and evolving generation. But it has
certainly revved up the pressure on a teacher.
To sum it up, I ﬁnd the present set of students
more interesting and relatable. I ﬁnd myself
connecting to them as a peer and that has
also opened up new avenues and
perspectives.

3. What would the students
surprised to ﬁnd out about you?

2. If you could take your students on
one last school trip anywhere,
where would it be? Why?
There is so much hype created around the
space visit, that I would love to take them to
the Moon and help them look around the
Universe. I would also like to add a second
option (back up plan) and take them to
discover their roots, by visiting a real farm,
the village and the farmers, so that they can
see the real India, and can understands the
travails of the farmers just to get a grain of
rice on their plate.

be

They would be totally surprised to know that
I love junk food, as I am always seen
championing the cause of healthy eating.

4. As a student what were your favorite
subjects? What did you like
about them?
I was very passionate about Biology.

5. Which school sport or activity you
look forward to watching? Why?
Pottery, becuase something is getting
created right in front of me. Even ‘Hands on
Science’ because the theoretical or abstract
part manifests in front of my eyes.

When we had topics related to birds and
plants, I would always try to connect what I
was taught inside the class with real birds
and plants that I saw around me, I remember
twirling a blade of grass, wondering where
the stem was.

Dressing up your way

Wardrobe Essentials

Fashion
Fair

6 must-haves in your closet
1. A White Shirt:
There are no wardrobe problems
that a white button-down shirt
cannot solve. Having difficulty
deciding what to wear? Team a
white shirt with denim, pants,
skirts, flared skirts, some jewelry
and you are ready to rock the
scene.

4. Pair of Jeans and a nice pair of
black pants:
These are a must-have. They will
make your life simple, these are two
things you can never go wrong
with. You can easily pair them with
Kurtis, tops, shirts, etc.

2. Jackets:
Jackets, be it denim or just plain
cotton shrug can be lifesavers. If
you are having one of those bloated
moments and your sides seem to
burst out of your jeans, hide it with
a jacket. You’ll be looking as good as
always.

5. Ballet flats and heels:
These are three types of shoes that
you can never go wrong with. So we
suggest investing in a quality pair
that you feel comfortable and
confident in, and can easily work
across your wardrobe.

3. Comfortable innerwears:
That is the most important of all.
No matter how great your clothes
are. Uncomfortable innerwear can
easily destroy the whole look. So
invest in some good quality ones.

6. Tote Bags:
Tote bag we believe is the most
convenient of all bags. It’s big
enough to carry all your necessary
requirements from your laptop to a
lipstick. So go ahead and invest in a
good quality Tote bag.

Sunday Chef
Make your weekend yummilicious with Pommes Gratin

How to Make Pommes Gratin:

Life can be diﬃcult for working professionals, especially
when it comes to food. Cooking after you return from a
grueling day can be a herculean task and not every day you
can order a take-out, Why? Because it’s not good for health
and it is not very easy on our pockets either. So we have come
up with a recipe, that is not only healthy but can be prepared
in minutes.

2. Add garlic, salt, and pepper. Let the cream boil and thicken.

Pommes Gratin
Ingredients Of Pommes Gratin:
• 2 tsp butter
• 1 cup cream
• 2 cloves garlic, crushed
• Salt, to taste
• Pepper, to taste
• 3 potatoes, peeled and sliced thinly,
• Chopped beans, broccoli, carrots etc
• 5 tbsp grated cheese (cheddar or gruyere)

1. In a pan add 2 tsp butter with 1 cup cream.

3. Add the sliced potatoes, beans, broccoli, carrots, etc and 3 tbsp cheese. Let the cream thicken
further enough to coat the vegetables.
4. Transfer the creamy vegetables in a greased baking dish. Top with the rest of the cheese.
5. Bake till the cheese melts and is golden brown.
6. Enjoy the absolute sizzling hot creamy Gratin.

Bookworm Club
Books that will take you back to your childhood days

This month let’s give you a list of books that can take you on a trip down the memory lane.
So here are the books that will remind you of your childhood, in fact, help you celebrate it.

Malgudi Days
This R.K.Narayan book is about a fictional sleepy little town of Malgudi and it’s residents.
The fun that Swami and his friends have in this town are still relatable to the ’80s and 90’s
generation.

Little Woman
The book is written by Louisa May Alcott, it is a story about 4 sisters. Their fights, their love
for each other and their differences will surely make you miss your sibling(s).

Famous Five
There would hardly be any childhood devoid of the experience of spending summer playing
investigators just like famous five. The book is written by Enid Blyton featuring the
adventures of 4 children and their dog – Julian, Dick, Substantially, Georgina and Timmy
(dog).

All Around The World
Educational news across the Globe
Spanish University builds futuristic eco-campus for students
The University of Malaga has joined forces with Ecosistema Urbano, an architectural design
company set to plan a new “open and innovative campus” for students in Malaga, to include
outside classrooms. The campus will be “digitally integrated” and the new eco-friendly
infrastructure will be made suitable for students to go about everyday activities such as studying,
meeting and reading.

Little Inventors ﬁnd creative and technological solutions to life’s
problems
The upcoming Dubai Expo 2020, which will start in October and last for about six months, is
expected to showcase innovative and dynamic designs, made by children from which could beneﬁt
society. They need to submit ideas with the goal of creating a working prototype. Some really
interesting designs have come forward.

Attend IE Virtual Fair
In the ﬁrst of its kind, IE Virtual Fair comes up with a great opportunity to explore your future
university’s campus and student life, the in-depth application process, speciﬁcs of courses, career
prospects, and ﬁnance options. You can personally speak to university representatives online and
raise your concerns and queries with them in real-time. So go and register yourself, it’s free of cost.

S�R�P�O�K

Read what Gayathri V.L. has to say about school and education.

1. Everybody is indulged in an early morning tradition, what’s yours?
Most mornings, I wake up around 5:00 a.m. and start my day with a cup of tea. I make sure to keep
my morning free of technology, free of mobile, or my computer. I just glance at them to make sure
I haven’t missed an important call or a message. I like to start my day with a meaningful chunk of
work like writing class notes or preparing on a topic.
I check on my child’s studies. After that, a shower and a bit of praying, followed by preparing
breakfast and lunch for myself and my family. By 8:00 a.m. I’m ready to head to the School.

2. What makes a ‘good day’ at school?
1. As a Subject Teacher a good day at school is the one when;
- Children enjoy learning at the end of my class.
- When students ask appropriate question to clear his/her doubt, during the class.
2. As a Coordinator a good day in school is the one when I;
- Successfully supervise instructional instructional and non-instructional staﬀ.
- Help in creating school-wide goals including those related to student learning and student
behavior.
- Successfully manage the student's behavioral issues.
- Supervise student activities both during and after school hours including school assemblies,
athletic activities, and music and theatre activities.
- Set up the academic schedule for teachers and students.
- Keep track of all activities on the school calendar.
- Conduct staﬀ meetings successfully.
- When all classes go smoother meeting the goals of the organization.

3. “Technology makes teaching simpler.” Did you agree with the
statement? Why?

Gayatri VL
- Teacher, JP Nagar

As per me, technology does make teaching easier.
Technology in the last decade has introduced new ways to interact with pupils, plan lessons,
organize reports, and more. By integrating technology in our teaching methods, our everyday
lessons, planning and classroom management gets easier.

4. What’s your memory of your school days?
I remember an exceptional history teacher Ms Mani in primary school who identiﬁed my shyness
and helped me overcome it. Also my new English teacher, Ms Geetha, who helped me gain
conﬁdence in my writing. I was lucky to have supportive teachers. Because of them, I am always
happy when I recall those childhood memories.

ASK THE EXPERT
Answers for Teachers’ troubles

Teachers of the World
Teachers who troll

Funny teachers who still have their inner child alive and kicking
Pic t u r e Cou r t esy : Bor ed Pan d a

1. I am an English teacher and I can see there is a group of students who have no interest
in learning English. How can I help them develop an interest in that language?
English in most households is still considered a foreign language. To ignite an interest in kids,
we suggest playing games that would force them to converse in English as well as promote
reading. Watching English movies too can help them with the language.

2. I am a teacher and I have a problem that every time I try to put students in a group they
start talking and mostly on topics unrelated to the subject. How should I ensure students
maintain decorum in my class?
We understand how distracting this must be for the teachers. The ﬁrst and foremost thing you
need to do is make sure close friends are not put in one group so that the comfort of familiarity
is gone. Secondly, ensure that the topic given is challenging enough for the group and most
importantly, be a little strict, monitor them wisely and be generous with praises- if you see a
group working hard. It would motivate the students to concentrate and work even harder.

3. There is one child who is often sleepy in class, I have seen him nodding oﬀ frequently.
What should I do?
Well in such situations, you need to work jointly with the parents of the child. There can be
many reasons why the child must be dozing oﬀ, either he must be going to bed late or due to
some medical reasons or maybe he is just simply bored. At your end, you can wake the child,
ask him questions, make the class interesting and once in a while just let the child sleep.

5 questions Know thyself test

B�T�E� - U� C�A�L�N�E

Are you a thinker or the one who feels?

Let’s add a little spice into our mundane lives

How do you make your decisions? Do you rely on your gut feeling or pure calculations. The
way you take a decision talks a lot about you. So let’s ﬁnd out a little more about ourselves
by taking this Myers-Briggs test.

How to take the test?
All you need to remember is that there are no right or wrong answers and you need to answer
as honestly as possible. Hope you enjoy, Happy testing!
1. a. logical, thinking, questioning or
b. empathetic, feeling, accommodating
2. a. candid, straight forward, frank
b. tactful, kind, encouraging
3. a. ﬁrm, tend to criticize, hold the line
b. gentle, tend to appreciate, conciliate
4. a. tough-minded, just
b. tender-hearted, merciful
5. a. matter of fact, issue-oriented
b. sensitive, people-oriented, compassionate

Results- Your personality traits
1. If you’ve chosen more A’s you are - Logical, Reasonable, Questioning, Critical and
Tough
2. If you’ve chosen more B’s you are - Empathetic, Compassionate, Accommodating,
Accepting and Tender

Peter Pan Challenge
Who said one needs to grow up? Believe it or not, growing up has nothing to do with age
and everything to do with child inside us being dormant for so long that we forget it exists
and we forget what it’s like to squeal in excitement, cry when hurt and laugh out loud even
at the silliest jokes. So this children’s day, let’s be Peter Pan, let's celebrate the child within
us and do something crazy that in normal circumstances you feel you are too old to do. It
could be anything like jumping on a bouncy castle, laughing as hard as you can, playing
pranks on colleagues and students or or running on the beach and getting dirty.
Like we always say, do not forget to click a BIG WIDE GRIN SELFIE while doing it and send
it to us, we’ll feature you in our next edition.

Benefits of taking up the Challenge
1. Good for one's health
2. 100% fun and laughter guaranteed
3. New Friendships

Subject Tracker
An easy way to help kids tell time

Do-it-Yourself
Indestructible Wooden Slab Photo Frame

Just like the child in us, let’s make sure our fond memories live forever.

Teaching kids how to tell time can be tricky! But worry not, we have an ingenious way to teach kids
all about time.

Wooden Slab Photo Frame

Paper Plate Clock

Materials:

Material needed
- Paper plates for younger kids

- Print out of your favorite picture

- Scissors

- Scraper tool or credit card

- Wood Plaque or piece of scrap wood

- A wet cloth

- Foam brush

- Sketch pens
- Paper pin
- Scissors
- Decorative materials if needed

Directions 1. Take a paper plate and mark 12 equidistant points and number them from 1 to 12.
2. Now cut popsicle in order to make hands for the hour and minute.
3. Make a small hole in them using a paper pin.

Directions
1. Measure your wood, size
your photo’s print out
accordingly.
2. Then on the wooden slab,
apply adhesive generously.

4. If having a diﬃculty with popsicle stick one can even cut cardboard to make hands.
5. Colour the hands and ﬁx it at the centre with the help of a paper pin.

3 Put the picture gently on
the slab and press.

The clock is ready to be played with.

4. Let it dry.
Beneﬁts 1. Children will learn to tell time faster.
2. It’s a fun DIY activity.

5. Now using a wet cloth,
scrub the paper oﬀ.
6. Put some varnish over it.
Just remember not to rub it
too hard.
… and Voila, the everlasting
photo frame is ready to be
ﬂaunted.

A sneak peek into the life of Ms Gunjan Khale

BUILDING BLOCKS

1. Our
magazine
theme is ‘Child in you’, is
there a vibrant and active
child in you even today? If yes,
how do you keep it that way?

Gunjan Khale
- Secondary Coordinator,
Ambegaon

- Yes, there is a vibrant child in me. Trying
something new each time and exploring, is what
keeps the inner child in me alive. At times, I don’t
think of the consequences when I am up to something.
Also hiding emotions is not my cup of tea, I express what
I feel.

2. If you could grow up in any decade, which would you
choose and why?

- I surely would love to grow up in some future decade as by then India will be
a completely developed nation. I want to be a part of the latest inventions,
techniques, gadgets and more and more progress.

3. If you could pass on any wisdom to your students, what would you
share?
- I always try to ensure feasibility of lessons I pass forward. This makes all my teachings
worth and fruitful.

4. What’s the best and worst thing about being a teacher?
- The best thing about being a teacher is that she has life long learning which never
stops. Each day is full of new knowledge, ideas, challenges and lots of sharing ideas.
The worst part of being a teacher is to work on the students of unsupportive parents as
each child’s progress truly lies in the hands of both parents and teachers, as it is a
combined eﬀort.

5. What can you cook to perfection? Are you willing to share the recipe?
- I can cook Indian sweet Rasmalai to perfection and would deﬁnitely share the recipe
for all those who wish to try.

Get Movie-ing

Event of the Month
Art carnival is in your city

List of movies to watch this Children’s Day

We know it’s Children’s Day edition and we are expected to talk about films on children. But
if we did that it would defeat the purpose of forcing each and every reader to go on that
inner journey of finding the child within, who is blissfully sleeping. Who’s blissfully sleeping.
So here are some films which will let you be fun, creative, notorious, in short, be a child. Just
remember, one is never too old to experiment and experience new things.
This movie is about John Clarke (Richard Gere), who
has everything in his life; a great job, a loving family
and a group of good friends, yet there is something
missing. His life changes when he sees Paulina
(Jennifer Lopez), looking outside her studio window.
He joins the dance class, where Paulina teaches.
Fascinated by the beautiful teacher, John too starts
enjoying his newfound passion for dance and enrolls
himself for an upcoming dance competition; keeping
it a secret from his family. This movie shows how a
hobby can change a person for the better.

It is a biographical adventure drama about Cheryl
Strayed, whose life goes upside down after the loss
of her mother and her divorce. To find life’s meaning
and self-discovery, Cheryl (Reese Witherspoon)
decides to go on a life-changing, empowering
journey. Having no adventurous bone in her, she still
decides to take the treacherous Pacific Crest Trail. It
is a perfect example of how leaving your comfort
zone can be enlightening and even healing.

This film is about a group of middle-aged friends,
who are stuck in their dead-end lives, they decide to
shake it up a little with a motorcycle trip across the
country. They can't wait to feel the freedom which
came along with a road trip . But this trip came with
lots of ups and downs and thrill that they had not
bargained for. The movie is not only hilarious but
easily relatable.

Hope�you�enjoy�watching�them�!

We at ORCHIDS, understand how arts and children are so alike, both refuse
to follow the same path or a straight path. No wonder Picasso said every
child is an artist. That makes it the duty of every school to celebrate their art
be it dance, music, painting, theatres or mimicking.

About The Event
ORCHIDS’ CHILDREN’S ART
FESTIVAL
It’s no secret how art helps in shaping the
overall personality of a child. Maybe that is
the reason why ORCHIDS always hosts art
events that are larger than life, be it the
Literature Festival or the Film Festival. This
time around the annual day in schools has
been replaced with an epic scale event Children’s Art Festival, where ORCHIDS
schools in the city will come together under
one roof to display their talents.

Location

This mega art festival will be held in
Bengaluru on 4th & 5th December, and in
Mumbai on 20th & 21st December. So teachers
and school brace yourself for a roller-coaster
like a fun ride.

Watch out for this space for more
details.

The 2 day Fest will witness different
forms: Dance, Music, Theatre,
Mime and Painting. All the
performances will go simultaneously on 4
separate stages. Along with that, there
will be fillers comprising Mimicry,
Standup Comedy, Magic Show,
Jugglers, and Various Solo
performances.

Announcement

The theme for next month’s newsletter is

Embrace the Holiday Spirit

Want to be a part of it? Send in your entry on the theme of Embrace the Holiday Spirit
to us at pulsenewsletter@orchids.edu.in

